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Evoy, strike a new powerful partnership with the company OX Marine Craft
and Hatløy Maritime, and it is now paying off.

Monday 12th of July 2021
Evoy has signed a partnership agreement with Hatløy Maritime end of last
year. Since then both companies have worked on establishing a good
understanding of how the OxPro models can be outfitted with the 100%
electric systems from Evoy. A way for the brand to offer some of the
fastest and largest selection of electric boats available on the market from
6m to 12m!
EVOY ELECTRIC MOTORS, AGNOSTIC TO BOATS TYPE
The unique systems, inboard and outboard from Evoy, can be fitted to any
kind of boat up to 50’ despite their range, power capacities, and setup.
Allowing the end customer, looking for a more sustainable alternative, to
choose the ship he likes best ensuring both power and speed as desired.
Evoy is working heavily with selected partners to accelerate the transition
to electric boating for the explorers of tomorrow.
Evoy partnering with Hatløy Maritime offers as per today, a wide range of
boat options in size from 6m, 8m, 10, 12m and outfitting’s with 35 knots
speed capacities for a 100% electric ride, with no fumes, no oil loss, less
CO2 emission and especially less noise pollution (-90%!).
A gamechanger Partnership,
“We are really pleased to be working with such an agile partner as Hatløy
Maritime, offering a wide range of options for different market segments as
Defense, Public Safety, Special Forces, Fish Farming and even dedicated
boats for the leisure market. Evoy systems are allowing reduced downtime,
thanks to our over-the-air software updates, a crucial feature for the
commercial users to keep the operations running. For the Leisure Market,
the Evoy systems are offering the best capacities on the market, the enduser can enjoy his boating expedition without having to choose between
pleasure and sustainability.” says CCO Evoy AS, Per Arne Fagervoll Meek
OX Marine Craft and Hatløy Maritime are boat designers and boat builders
with a customer focus. “We not only want to build seaworthy boats but
work long term to create the best experiences as well as develop and build
the right tool for our customers. To achieve this, we set very strict
requirements for ourselves, our products, customer satisfaction, and
subcontractors. Evoy’s was a clear choice to us as the brand is answering
all our requirements and is offering us the most advanced outboard electric
motor to our customer”. CEO Ståle Hatløy

To ensure the performance and make sure that the expected output is
intact, Evoy keeps a strict line while selecting boatbuilders' and partners.
The company has this far chosen some in Norway and others in selected
countries around Europe; France, Italy, and UK that will soon become
public.

About Evoy

Evoy was founded in 2018 and is based in Florø, Norway, with an office in
Paris. Evoy design, develop, and deliver powerful 100% electric motor
systems (outboard and inboard), made in Norway. Their systems are built
for fast and powerful boats between 20 and 50 ft, bringing the superiority
of electric leisure and commercial boating into new markets with Evoy’s
ground-breaking technology.
Visit our website
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